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Going for Scale 

The post Perfect Strategy 

The acquisition of Perfect has transformed PROACTIS into a 
genuinely global player. However, the company is not resting on its 
laurels - new CEO Hampton Wall has set out an ambitious plan to 
continue the aggressive growth through a combination of organic 
growth and further earnings enhancing acquisitions. This note 
explains the rationale behind this strategy and assesses its feasibility. 
If execution continues, there is the potential for further significant 
value creation.  

▪ The Value of Scale. The importance of absolute scale can be seen in 
PROACTIS’ acquisition track record. Consolidating sub-scale operators 
has doubled their profitability. Greater size versus the competition 
(relative scale) is also important. Higher R&D investment and marketing 
spend should accentuate PROACTIS’ advantage over its smaller rivals. 
In a very fragmented market, where just 3ppts of market share currently 
separate the #3 and #10 players, there is a big opportunity for the 
enlarged company to improve its competitive position still further. 

▪ The Organic Growth Opportunity. Our analysis suggests PROACTIS 
can achieve the average growth of 10% which it is targeting. Its 
prospects are boosted by a number of specific tailwinds including the 
potential for accelerated cross selling and exposure to above market 
growth in business network, Europe and Tier II customers. Longer term 
growth rates could rise as it rolls out APF and accelerates R&D 
investment in products with high growth potential.  

▪ Scale Via Acquisitions. PROACTIS’ ambition to deliver substantial 
incremental growth through acquisitions also looks feasible, as it has 
proved in its track record over the last four years. Whether this comes 
from another “transformational” move or multiple “tuck-ins”, we believe 
it can find further deals without compromising on growth rates, visibility 
and profitability. The presence of competing roll-up strategies may push 
up prices but also highlights that PROACTIS may itself become a target. 

▪ If Execution Continues... Further acquisitions are not factored into our 
forecasts but for illustration, assuming a 25% average annual growth 
rate can be sustained, by FY21E PROACTIS will generate revenue of 
£118m. Applying an average acquisition multiple (2.8x sales) and a 33% 
EBITDA margin suggests an adjusted EPS of 18p. We believe this 
strategy could create significant value over time.   
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Executive Summary 

The acquisition of Perfect has transformed PROACTIS. By doubling its size and 
broadening the geographic footprint, customer reach and product portfolio, it is now a 
genuinely global player. Decent execution of a scale-focussed strategy has driven this 
success and the company plans to continue this aggressive growth strategy. With 
Hampton Wall, previously CEO of Perfect, now at the helm, PROACTIS aims to increase 
the size of the business through a combination of organic growth and further earnings 
enhancing acquisitions. This note explains the rationale behind this strategy and 
assesses its feasibility. We believe the company can achieve an average annual organic 
growth of 10% and the market remains ripe for further consolidation. If execution 
continues there is an opportunity to build a substantial player and create significant 
value.  

The Value of Scale. PROACTIS’ next milestone is to reach annual revenue of £100m. 
In an industry with both high margins on incremental revenue and large fixed costs, 
absolute scale is an important driver of profitability. We estimate cost synergies from 
its six acquisitions in the last four years will effectively double their profitability. 
However relative scale is also increasingly important. Greater size versus the 
competition enables more efficient leverage of development and marketing investment, 
accentuating a competitive advantage over time. Market leaders are rewarded with 
higher valuation multiples. In a very fragmented market, where just 3ppts of market 
share currently separate the #3 and #10 players, there is an opportunity for the enlarged 
company to improve its competitive position still further.  

The Organic Growth Opportunity. Our analysis of market, peer and historic growth 
rates suggests PROACTIS’ 10% average organic growth target is achievable. Its growth 
prospects are boosted by a number of specific tailwinds including the potential for cross 
selling, its exposure to above market growth in business network and SaaS products, 
Europe and Tier II customers. The potential for higher rates in the longer term will be 
determined by the roll out of APF and accelerated investment in products with high 
growth potential. 

Scale via Acquisitions. The company aims to continue to supplement its organic 
growth through acquisitions. Whether this additional revenue comes from another 
“transformational” move or multiple “tuck-ins”, our review of the industry landscape 
suggests PROACTIS can find further deals without compromising its historic focus on 
growth rates, visibility and profitability. While the presence of competing roll-up 
strategies (eg. Basware, Jaeggar and Medius) may push up prices, it also creates 
opportunity. PROACTIS may itself become a target for a larger player in the sector.  

If Execution Continues… We modestly increase our organic growth forecast from 9% 
to 10% to reflect our more detailed analysis of the market landscape. Further 
acquisitions are not factored into our forecasts but, for illustration, sustaining a total 
annual growth rate of 25% (historic growth has been much faster) would see PROACTIS 
reach annual revenue of £118m in FY21. Paying 2.8x sales for these yet-to-be 
announced acquisitions and assuming a conservative 33% EBITDA margin, PROACTIS 
could be generating annual adjusted post tax profits of at least £23m (more than double 
FY18E levels) and an adjusted EPS of 18p. Ultimately, if PROACTIS can execute its 
current strategic plan, we estimate it is capable of sustaining growth in adjusted EPS of 
at least 16% per annum between FY17 and FY21E.  

Going for Scale and Value Creation. High operational leverage and the fragmented 
structure of eProcurement makes a strategy focussing on increasing scale the right one 
in our view. Integration and rising asset prices are risks but analysing both the organic 
and acquisition elements of this strategy suggest it is feasible, particularly considering 
management’s execution track record. We believe this strategy could create significant 
value over time.      
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Setting Out the Strategy 

With the acquisition of Perfect, PROACTIS entered a new phase of its development. In 
one swoop the deal doubled the size of the company and broadened its geographic 
footprint, customer reach and product portfolio. It transformed the company from a 
national champion (with international assets) to a genuinely global player. Hampton 
Wall, previously CEO of Perfect, took the helm. The only remaining unmet financial 
target (annual revenues of £50m) will now be comfortably surpassed.  

As a standalone company, PROACTIS’ share price rose six fold in just four years. 
Perfect’s growth trajectory has been equally rapid and also largely M&A driven. By 
acquiring, combining and turning around distressed assets, it created a scale operator. 
This success and similarity in approach suggests the enlarged PROACTIS is unlikely to 
change strategy. The enlarged company has already set out its next annual revenue 
milestone of £100m – 50% growth from our FY19E estimate levels – with a mixture of 
organic and acquisition driven growth. Of its five business model objectives (see table 
3), it is the growth and scale metrics that look the most ambitious and where we would 
expect management to concentrate their efforts. The need to focus on integration may 
shift priorities in the near term but a fundamental change in strategy is not needed. 

Table 3: PROACTIS’ Business Model Objectives vs Progressive Forecasts 

 

Source: Company information, Progressive Equity Research estimates 

This note focusses on this next phase of development. It seeks to explain the value of 
scale and places the company’s ambitions in the context of a fragmented global 
eProcurement market. It then considers in detail the feasibility of its objective to grow 
organically by 10% annually and the prospects for further value enhancing acquisitions.  
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The Value of Scale 

Investors in all sectors intuitively understand the significance of scale as a driver of 
shareholder returns. At a small scale, even modest increases in revenue can leverage 
fixed costs to generate large increases in profits. This is particularly relevant to software 
where relatively large (fixed) R&D costs combine with extremely high margin incremental 
revenue (pure software COGS tend towards zero) to make size arguably the biggest 
driver of profitability. Scale enables greater leverage of investment in product 
development, marketing and sales teams. This can lead to a positive feedback loop. 
Reinforcing and extending competitive advantage accelerates growth, in turn leading to 
increased scale.  

This theoretical value can be clearly demonstrated in PROACTIS’ own acquisition track 
record. EGS, Intersource, Intelligent Capture and Due North were annualising a total of 
£0.9m of Adj. EBITA at the time of acquisition – we estimate they are currently 
generating £2.1m within PROACTIS. Management expects to improve Millstream’s Adj. 
EBITA from £1.3m to £1.9m (much of the improvement has already been achieved) and 
adding the £5m of group synergies to Perfect’s £5.5m of EBITA will effectively nearly 
double its profitability. Perfect’s acquisition of Hubwoo more than doubled EBITDA on a 
falling revenue base. As the table below highlights, we estimate acquisitions will 
generate £15.5m (over 80% of group Adj. EBITA) by the time Perfect is fully consolidated 
in FY19E.  

Table 4: The Profitability of PROACTIS’ Deals Pre vs Post Consolidation 

 

Source: Progressive Research 

The importance of scale is also observed in valuation multiples. Having seen how 
greater scale drives returns in other (particularly tech) sectors, investors are willing to 
reward market leaders with higher ratings. A highly rated acquisition currency is valuable 
to a roll-up strategy, another potential positive feedback loop.  

Within the small and diverse universe of listed eProcurement stocks there is insufficient 
evidence to definitively prove that scale is the major driver of rating (organic growth rate 
is also important). However, as Figure 1 shows, there is clearly a positive correlation 
between size and revenue multiple. This relationship helps explain why Coupa trades at 
such a premium to eProcurement players and why SAP paid 8.7x LTM (Last Twelve 
Months) revenue for Ariba in 2012.  

PROACTIS’ track record 
demonstrates the value of scale. 
has doubled the profitability of its 
previous acquisitions. We expect a 
similar impact on Perfect’s EBITA  
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Figure 1: Scale vs Rating for Listed eProcurement Players 

 

Source: Progressive Research. Revenue from announced acquisitions backdated 

It is not just absolute scale that is important. Many of the positive feedback mechanisms 
described above are actually driven by relative scale – ie. size versus the competition. 
This reflects the theory that a dominant player in a small market generates greater 
returns than a company of the same size with a lower share of a large market. Increased 
absolute scale only accelerates growth to the extent that it creates competitive 
advantage. The higher rating attracted by Coupa or the Ariba deal does not just reflect 
their absolute scale but, amongst other things, their perceived or actual leadership 
position in the industry.  

Relative scale looks likely to become increasingly important to PROACTIS as the 
eProcurement market continues consolidating. Since SAP acquired Ariba in 2012 there 
have been over 25 major deals in this segment (see Table 10), mostly consolidation 
between existing players. Yet it remains highly fragmented. The largest player (SAP 
Ariba) has a market share of just 22%, the top 15 players account for just over 50% and 
3.4ppts separate #3 (JAGGAER including Bravo Solution with 4.2%) and #10 (Tungsten) 
on 0.8%. This compares to the more mature global software market, where Microsoft 
holds a 26% share, the top five dominate (62% share in total), and the top 15 account 
for 76%. If the eProcurement market structure converges with the broader software 
sector, significant consolidation between companies in positions #3 to #10 should be 
expected.  

This industry-wide analysis puts the market position of the enlarged PROACTIS in 
context. The transformative deal with Perfect establishes a truly global player with a 
broad product portfolio and large customer base. It is the 5th largest pure play, the 8th 
largest overall and (probably) a clear leader in the UK. Yet it cannot afford to rest on its 
laurels. In a consolidating global market, the battle for positions #3 to #10, and the clear 
competitive advantage generated by relative scale, may be only just beginning.  

Relative scale – size vs competition 
– is also an important driver of 
returns 
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PROACTIS’ “go for scale” strategy, planning to increase annual revenue to £100m via 
organic growth and further acquisitions, recognises both the opportunities and threats 
this industry dynamic poses. At the very least, in a scenario where the market 
consolidates rapidly, it ensures its competitive position is preserved. It could significantly 
enhance its relative position; potentially leading to increasing growth rates and higher 
margins and ratings for investors. We now focus on the feasibility of executing this 
strategy, focussing first on the potential to sustain average organic growth of 10% and 
then the scope for further earnings enhancing acquisitions.  

Figure 2: The Leading eProcurement Players                  Figure 3: Market Share Distribution vs Global Software 

 

Source: Company Data, Progressive Research, PMSI. * Backdates consolidation of all announced acquisitions 
including Jaggaer’s acquisition of Bravo Solution 
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The Organic Growth Opportunity 

PROACTIS aims to deliver 10% average annual organic revenue growth over time (see 
Table 3). As we highlighted in “PROACTIS: Spending Power”, Aug 2016, growth can 
vary in an individual year. This business objective appears realistic given:  

• Industry analyst estimates of market growth. PMSI’s review of industry 
analysis from Gartner, Forrester and IDC suggest 10% is in-line with historic 
market growth (2011–16) and only modestly above the 9% forecast for 2016–
2021.  

• Historic company growth rate. We estimate PROACTIS delivered an 8.5% 
CAGR between 2011–2016 and a 9% growth in FY17. Perfect’s growth has 
been slower but mostly reflects a specific issue at Hubwoo that has 
subsequently stabilised.  

• Peer growth rates. An unweighted average of the peer group organic revenue 
growth (Figure 4) suggests an average historical CAGR between 2011-16 of 
12%, a weighted average is 8.4%.  

Figure 4:  Revenue Growth of Leading eProcurement Players 

 

Source: Progressive Research based on PMSI data * Total and Organic Growth 
Rates from PROACTIS and Perfect Commerce Combined. ** Impact of Coupa’s 
small deals difficult to calculate *** IBM Emptoris expected to migrate customers 
to SAP Ariba. **** Jaggaer announced its intention to acquire Bravo Solution in 
November 2018.  

The 10% average organic growth target appears feasible but the range of growth rates 
generated by PROACTIS’ competitors (from 3% for Basware to 76% for Coupa) 
suggests substantial scope for out/underperformance. Table 5 summarises relative 
strengths and weaknesses of these players and a more detailed profile is provided in 
the appendix that helps explain these variations. In the following section, we analyse 
five factors that will influence the organic growth rate PROACTIS can deliver. 
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Table 5: The Competitive Environment 

 

Source: Company Data, Progressive Research, PMSI * Includes Bravo Solution. Key: - = no product, Red = fledgling product, Amber = established product Green = mature 
product  
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1. Cross Selling 

PROACTIS was already focussed on enhancing growth by cross-selling. Its spate of 
recent acquisitions has significantly expanded both its customer base and product 
portfolio. Not all of these products have been widely sold across the customer base yet.  

The Perfect acquisition significantly enhances that opportunity. The product set and 
customer base are complementary. PROACTIS’ OCR and APF products neatly fill in 
gaps in Perfect’s ancillary services portfolio. Perfect brings a credible Business Network 
and 150, largely tier 1, buyer customers. In the US, Perfect is pre-qualified for public 
sector contracts at the state-level but its high-end portfolio is not always competitive in 
the smaller tenders. PROACTIS’ products and track record of delivery in the UK public 
sector make it perfectly suited for this. Likewise, Perfect can now more easily target the 
EU public sector by referencing the success of PROACTIS in the UK.  The potential for 
cross-selling to enhance growth is difficult to quantify but it is clear from the steady rise 
in “upsell” deals (from just 66 in FY13 to 110 in FY17) that it is already a big growth 
driver and the Perfect deal should accelerate this. 

2. Product Exposure (Business Networks and SaaS) 

Growth rates range significantly between eProcurement segments. PMSI’s analysis of 
the market, built on interviews with participants and a review of industry analyst studies, 
suggests the majority of the market (74%) is actually growing between 5 – 10%, in-line 
with the market average, with pockets of faster growth in integrated solutions (10 – 15%) 
and in business networks (15%+). We believe this variation has a big influence on growth 
rates for players in this market. 

Currently there is insufficient disclosure to directly map this segmentation onto the 
revenue base of the enlarged PROACTIS. However, it is possible to separate out 
Business Network revenue. Consolidating Perfect’s Hubwoo business we estimate that 
nearly a third of PROACTIS’ pro-forma revenues are generated from business networks. 
Given the proportion of revenue from business networks is significantly higher than the 
market average (20%), and the pace of growth in this segment is at least 5ppts faster, 
ultimately this should be a tailwind for the enlarged group.  

Figure 5: Average Organic Growth Rate by Product Category 

 

Source: Progressive Research based on PMSI data Total and Organic Growth 
Rates from PROACTIS and Perfect Commerce Combined.  

PROACTIS’ product exposure 
should help it deliver above market 
average growth  
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This business network product is more than just a transacting network and growth 
engine. Platforms where buyers and sellers transact are rare and, locking in both buyers 
and suppliers, extremely “sticky” once established. As PROACTIS makes this platform 
available to the wider customer base, it should provide a significant competitive 
advantage.  

The SaaS (Software as a Service) focus of the enlarged business should also 
accentuate growth prospects. PMSI analysis highlights that in the five years between 
2011 and 2016, the proportion of eProcurement revenues generated by the SaaS 
business model has risen from 40% to 52%. With an underlying 10% growth in the 
market this implies near 16% CAGR in SaaS versus a 3% CAGR for the traditional 
licence fee plus services model (this variation partially explains Basware’s low growth). 

Perfect (50%+ of pro-forma revenues) is 100% SaaS based. Even factoring in the lower 
proportion of SaaS in the original PROACTIS business (perhaps 50%) the proportion of 
SaaS in the combined business should be significantly higher the market average. 

3. Geographic and Customer Focus 

PMSI estimate the enlarged PROACTIS generates approximately 60% of its revenue 
from Europe, a substantially higher proportion than its global peers (41%). According to 
Gartner, the longer term prospects for eProcurement look more attractive in Europe than 
in the US given that penetration lags that of the US market by 15ppts (35% vs 50% for 
companies with annual turnover greater than $2bn). At a superficial level, this exposure 
to Europe should help PROACTIS outgrow the global market average.  

In addition, penetration of eProcurement also varies significantly by company size (see 
Figure 6). Nearly three quarters of US companies with turnover above $2bn have 
adopted eProcurement, but adoption rates fall to less than a third for companies with 
turnover between $30 – 100m. PROACTIS sees this market as virtually a “greenfield” 
opportunity and its products originally developed for the UK market as well positioned to 
address this. Through the original PROACTIS business the enlarged group has a 
disproportionate exposure to smaller customers.  

Figure 6: Adoption of eProcurement by Company Size 

 

Source: Company Data, Progressive Research, * US only data from Paystream as 
presented by PMSI 
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4. Accelerating R&D 

PMSI analysis (Figure 7) suggests that the enlarged PROACTIS spends less than its 
competitors on R&D. Coupa’s 22% R&D to sales ratio implies an annual budget of nearly 
$30m, similar to both Jaggaer and Basware and nearly 4x greater than the enlarged 
PROACTIS. Gartner’s magic quadrant analysis (Figure 8) suggests that both 
PROACTIS and Perfect are perceived to have a less complete vision than their global 
rivals.  

Figure 7: PROACTIS is Underspending on R&D vs Peers Figure 8: Gartner Suggests Scope to Improve Products 

  

Source: Progressive Research, PMSI and Gartner Magic Quadrant Procure-to-Pay Suite June 2016  

PROACTIS is prudent in how it approaches R&D investment. Keen to avoid spending 
on “bleeding edge” projects that will never generate returns, it focusses instead on 
applying existing technologies. The fact the company has combined rapid organic 
growth and high margins suggests this strategy has been highly successful.  

Nevertheless this R&D analysis does highlight an opportunity for the enlarged group. 
Management believe there is scope to redistribute spending to areas where there is 
significant commercial opportunity. With market leading profitability already and gross 
synergies from the Perfect Commerce combination expected to be higher than the £5m 
net, PROACTIS can increase R&D without impacting profitability. We believe that over 
time this investment could accelerate growth further.  

5. APF (Supply Chain Finance) 

Of all PROACTIS’ product initiatives, Advanced Payment Facility (APF, a type of Supply 
Chain Finance) has possibly the greatest potential to transform its long-term prospects 
(for a full explanation of this product see “PROACTIS: Spending Power”, Aug 2016). In 
a year of significant strategic progress for the group elsewhere, the company admits 
commercialisation of this product has been slower than desired over the last twelve 
months. The trial at Flintshire County Council is ongoing but the company is keen to 
ensure all potential issues are ironed out before embarking on a full-scale commercial 
deployment. Nevertheless the 1m supplier customers added through acquisitions in the 
last year expands the addressable market for the product and, while it remains too early 
to explicitly build APF revenues into our forecasts, we believe it has the potential to 
significantly boost group growth over time.  

PROACTIS has an opportunity to 
accelerate spending on products 
with significant commercial 
potential without impacting 
profitability 
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Organic Growth Summary  

Overall this analysis suggests that an acceleration from PROACTIS’ historical 8% pro 
forma rate to its 10% growth target is achievable. The company has specific tailwinds in 
the form of the potential for cross selling, its exposure to above market growth in 
business network and SaaS products, Europe and Tier II customers. In the longer term, 
scope to further streamline the platform, roll out APF and a bigger R&D budget should 
increase its competitive advantage.  
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Scale via Acquisitions 

Acquisitions have been central to both PROACTIS’ and Perfect’s strategies in recent 
years and we do not expect that to change. The enlarged Group’s restated business 
model objectives include an ambition to deliver growth from acquisition-based sources. 
Given timing, size and pricing uncertainty it is impossible to factor unannounced deals 
into our forecasts but it is possible to assess the feasibility of this ambition and what its 
financial profile could look like if it is met. In Table 6 we assume acquisitions are on 
pause in FY18 as the company focusses on integration. In FY19 delivering 15% growth 
from acquisitions requires adding £9m of annual revenue. This rises to just over £12m 
in FY20 and to just over £16m in FY21. In all, PROACTIS may look to acquire a total of 
£38m of annual revenue by FY21.  

Table 6: Potential Impact of Acquisitions on the Growth Strategy 

 

Source: Progressive Research.  

How the company meets its ambitions, a single “transformational” deal or multiple “tuck-
ins”, cannot be predicted. However there appears to be no shortage of potential 
candidates. Figure 10 highlights the M&A landscape but, including only companies 
where some financial information is publicly available, it is far from exhaustive. 
PROACTIS has identified over 100 eProcurement companies - most of which would fit 
in the bottom layer of this chart (see PROACTIS: A Good Deal of Potential, Dec 16).  
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Figure 10: The M&A Landscape in eProcurement 

 

Source: Company Data, Progressive Research 

Which of these would be the best fit for the enlarged group? PROACTIS’ M&A strategy 
focusses on scale, visibility (contracted revenue), profitability and growth – the same 
metrics it uses to evaluate its own performance by (see Table 3). Ownership, product 
and geographic focus are also relevant factors in our view. The benchmarking analysis 
conducted on PROACTIS’ global competitors (see Table 5) was applied to some smaller 
companies in the sector including euSupply, CloudBuy, Science Warehouse, InTend, 
BiP and Determine. Given limited financial information available, the analysis is 
admittedly fairly superficial. Nevertheless, three observations can be made:  

1) No need to compromise the target model. The limited financial information 
available suggests most acquisitions would not substantially dilute PROACTIS’ 
revenue visibility or growth rates targets. Margins are generally lower – 
PROACTIS has the highest (disclosed) margins in the sector while most of its 
peers are breakeven at best. Arguably this simply reflects lack of scale of 
smaller players and PROACTIS’ track record of improving margins post 
consolidation means this is unlikely to be a deal breaker. 

2) Potential for a further transformative deal. In the near term PROACTIS’ 
priority is likely to be integrating Perfect. However, a further large deal could 
prove tempting. There are several companies of similar scale to the original 
PROACTIS that may be looking to scale up. Acquiring just £25m in annual 
revenue would propel the group above its closest competition becoming the 4th 
largest pure play in the industry, and the 6th largest player in the market.  
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3) Competing roll-up strategies? The spate of M&A in the sector (eg. Jaggaer 
buying Bravo Solution, Coupa buying Spend360, Trade Extensions and Deep 
Relevance, Basware buying Varian and Procserve and numerous private equity 
deals) highlights that PROACTIS is not the only buyer in town. Obviously, this 
creates risks to an M&A based strategy as competition pushes up prices of high 
quality assets. But it may also create opportunities. PROACTIS’ itself may 
become a target for one of the larger players in the sector.  

The combination of a large number of potential targets and a management team steeped 
in M&A experience suggest PROACTIS’ acquisition growth strategy is feasible but how 
much would it cost? The weighted average of deals in the sector since 2012 (see Table 
10) is 5.5x LTM (Last Twelve Months) sales. However this multiple is distorted by a few 
expensive deals such as the $4.3bn SAP paid for Ariba (8.7x LTM sales). Stripping out 
deals for businesses generating more than $100m in annual revenue, the weighted 
average multiple falls to 2.5x. Jaggaer appears to have paid 2.3x for Bravo Solution. 
PROACTIS is currently valued at 3.0x and paid 3.2x for Perfect Commerce.  

We assume 2.8x historic sales multiple – in line with the middle of this range and with 
the weighted average price of PROACTIS’ last six deals. As Figure 11 highlights, 
arguably this assumption is conservative. A choice of targets should help constrain 
multiple expansion; PROACTIS’ smaller deals (EGS, Intersource, Intelligent Capture, 
DueNorth and Millstream) averaged a much lower multiple (1.8x) and Perfect Commerce 
bought Hubwoo for just 0.9x. Applying a 2.8x sales multiple to the total revenue acquired 
by FY21 (£38m) suggests this strategy could cost £107m. 

 

Figure 11: Selected M&A Multiples in the eProcurement Sector 

 

Source: Progressive Research. Dash line = 2.8x sales 

To calculate the impact on EPS of an acquisition driven growth strategy, we assume a 
50:50 debt/equity split and an equity price of £1.70. This analysis suggests 31m new 
shares would be issued (+32%). If the acquisitions were spread evenly between FY19-
FY21 we believe the cash element could be funded from cashflow and rolling over 
existing debt facilities. Conservatively assuming a 33% EBITDA margin (ie. no operating 
leverage from FY18E levels) suggests if PROACTIS delivers its acquisition growth 
strategy it can generate adjusted EPS of at least 18p by FY21E, a 16% CAGR from 
FY17 levels. 
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Table 7: Potential Impact of Unannounced Acquisitions on Adjusted EPS 

 

Source: Progressive Research.  

   

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E

Revenue 

 - Organic 60.6                66.7                73.3                80.6                

 - From new acquisitions 9.1                  21.4                37.7                

Total 25.4                60.6                75.8                94.7                118.4             

 - organic growth (%) 10.0               10.0               10.0               

 - total growth (%) 138.6             25.0               25.0               25.0               

EBITDA 7.9                  20.1                25.0                31.2                39.1                

 - margin (%) 30.9               33.1               33.0               33.0               33.0               

D&A (2.6) (5.3) (6.1) (7.1) (8.3)

EBIT 5.2 14.8 18.9                24.1                30.8                

 - margin (%) 20.7               24.4               25.0               25.5               26.0               

Interest (0.1) (1.0) (1.2) (1.0) (1.8)

PBT 5.1 13.8 17.7 23.1 28.9

Tax (0.9) (3.2) (3.5) (4.6) (5.8)

Net income 4.2 10.6 14.2 18.5 23.1

 - growth (%) 152.0             33.4               30.6               25.2               

Shares (m) 48.8 97.4 104.9 115.0 128.5

Adj EPS (p) 8.6 10.9 13.5 16.1 18.0

 - growth (%) 26.2               23.9               19.1               12.1               
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Forecasts 

Consolidating Perfect transforms PROACTIS’ P&L, revenue more than doubles in FY18 
(from £25m to £61m) and adjusted EBITDA rises from £7.9m to £20m. Over 90% of the 
£12.1m incremental EBITDA we forecast in FY18 simply reflects the impact of 
acquisitions (£0.8m for a full year of Millstream plus £7.2m inherited from Perfect 
Commerce) and the partial year of cost synergies (£3m). With the combined business 
currently trading well and just £1m of the incremental EBITDA expected to come 
from as yet unsigned revenue (growth), the profit forecast looks very achievable. 
Even if PROACTIS was to miss its top line expectations, it could hit our £20m in EBITDA 
forecast by accelerating cost savings. 

The further acquisitions analysed in this note are not factored into our published 
forecasts. However, our more detailed analysis of Perfect and the organic revenue 
growth opportunity leads us to modestly raise our FY18E and FY19E growth forecasts 
from 9% to 10%. Our FY19E EPS estimate from 14.5p to 14.8p. FY19E should see a 
36% growth in adjusted EPS as the benefits of top line growth are boosted by a 
full year of cost synergies (an incremental £2m).  
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Table 8: PROACTIS Adjusted Profit Forecasts 

 

Source: Progressive Research.  

  

2017 2018E 2019E

Total 25.4                60.6                66.7                

 - organic growth (%) 9.0                 10.0               10.0               

Gross costs (3.5) (12.1) (12.0)

Gross Profit 21.9                48.5                54.7                

 - gross margin (%) 86.0               80.0               82.0               

Operating profit (14.0) (28.4) (30.5)

EBITDA 7.9                  20.1                24.2                

 - margin (%) 30.9               33.1               36.2               

D&A (2.6) (5.3) (5.3)

EBIT 5.2 14.8 18.9

 - margin (%) 20.7               24.4               28.3               

Interest (0.1) (1.0) (0.8)

PBT 5.1 13.8 18.1

Tax (0.9) (3.2) (3.6)

Net income 4.2 10.6 14.4

 - growth (%)

Shares (m) 48.8 97.4 97.4

Adj EPS (p) 8.6 10.9 14.8

 - growth (%) 26.2               36.1               
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Valuation 

Table 9 highlights the wide variation in financial profiles of the listed eProcurement 
businesses. Most are growing healthily but few are currently profitable. PROACTIS 
uniquely combines strong organic revenue growth (8%) with high margins. Its 
adjusted FY18 EBITDA margin of 33% is best in class and should rise to over 36% 
in FY19E without additional deals. On top of this, forward visibility is likely to rise to 
close to 90%. Whilst most of its peers are moving to recurring SaaS business models 
some are at an early stage in this transition and still generate significant revenue from 
perpetual licences.  

As so few members of the peer group are profitable, a profit based multiple (the preferred 
choice) is a relatively meaningless valuation guide. Revenue multiples (based on 1yr 
forward indicators) range from 0.9x for small, unprofitable players to over 7x for larger 
players. Despite its superior financial performance PROACTIS’ 3.1x multiple sits below 
the average of its publicly listed peers.  

Table 9: Valuation of Peers 

  

 

Source: Company Data, Progressive Research,  

. 
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SUMMARY FINANCIALS 

  

Source: Company information, Progressive Equity Research estimates 

PROFIT & LOSS FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17A FY-18E FY-19E

Revenue 10.2 17.2 19.4 25.4 60.6 66.7

Adj EBITDA 2.0 4.8 5.3 7.9 20.1 24.2

Adj EBIT 1.1 2.9 3.2 5.2 14.8 18.9

Reported PBT 0.1 1.5 1.8 (2.7) 9.3 16.1

Fully adj PBT 1.1 2.8 3.1 5.1 13.8 18.1

NOPAT 1.4 3.4 3.9 6.3 17.7 22.6

Reported EPS (p) 0.9 4.9 5.9 (5.7) 7.3 13.2

Fully adj EPS (p) 2.6 5.8 7.0 8.6 10.9 14.8

Dividend per share (p) 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17A FY-18E FY-19E

Operating cash flow 1.6 3.4 5.4 5.5 18.8 23.5

Free Cash flow (£m) 0.4 1.2 2.6 2.0 11.0 14.4

FCF per share (p) 1.2 2.9 6.3 4.1 11.3 14.8

Acquisitions (3.9) (1.1) (4.4) (14.3) (95.1) 0.0

Disposals 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Shares issued 3.1 0.2 0.2 12.7 65.0 0.0

Net cash flow (0.7) (0.1) (2.0) (0.4) (19.8) 13.0

Overdrafts / borrowings (1.5) (1.9) (4.0) (5.2) (20.7) (20.7)

Cash & equivalents 3.1 3.4 3.6 4.3 0.0 13.0

Net (Debt)/Cash 1.6 1.5 (0.5) (0.9) (20.7) (7.7)

NAV AND RETURNS FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17A FY-18E FY-19E

Net asset value 9.5 11.5 13.0 22.5 29.0 41.1

NAV/share (p) 28.1 29.4 32.6 45.9 59.0 83.7

Net Tangible Asset Value (5.8) (5.1) (8.6) (16.1) (11.0) (0.9)

NTAV/share (p) (17.3) (13.2) (21.7) (32.7) (22.4) (1.8)

Average equity 7.9 10.5 12.2 17.8 25.8 35.1

Post-tax ROE (%) 4.1% 19.2% 20.3% -15.6% 27.7% 36.6%

METRICS FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17A FY-18E FY-19E

Revenue growth 26.2% 69.6% 12.5% 31.1% 138.5% 10.0%

Adj EBITDA growth 55.6% 129.6% 12.8% 48.5% 155.8% 20.3%

Adj EBIT growth 146.0% 191.9% 14.2% 68.0% 196.3% 31.9%

Adj PBT growth 85.9% 153.2% 11.8% 63.0% 169.7% 31.0%

Adj EPS growth 38.8% 121.0% 22.1% 22.5% 26.2% 36.1%

Dividend growth 10.0% 9.1% 8.3% 7.7% 7.1% 6.7%

Adj EBIT margins 11.1% 16.6% 16.6% 20.7% 24.4% 28.3%

VALUATION FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17A FY-18E FY-19E

EV/Sales 18.5 10.9 9.7 7.4 3.1 2.8

EV/EBITDA 92.2 39.2 35.5 24.0 9.4 7.8

EV/NOPAT 137.0 55.8 48.8 29.9 10.6 8.3

PER 65.8 29.8 24.4 19.9 15.8 11.6

Dividend yield 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.8% 0.9% 0.9%

FCF yield 0.7% 1.7% 3.6% 2.4% 6.5% 8.6%
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Appendix: eProcurement Player Profiles 

In this section, we profile PROACTIS’ nearest competitors and potential targets in more 
detail. We segment the market into two groups:  

1) Global ERP: SAP Ariba, Oracle iProcurement, IBM Emptoris  

2) Global Pure Players: Jaggear (including Bravo Solution), Basware, Coupa, 
Tradeshift and Tungsten 

Global ERP players  

Since 2010, SAP, Oracle and IBM have all acquired in eProcurement to complement 
their core ERP platforms. In general, they have broad solution sets and can utilise large 
global salesforces to distribute their products. Their solutions mostly focus on larger 
companies (the earliest adopters of the eProcurement) and less on small/medium sized 
markets or segments where there are specific processes. Their products are not “best- 
in-class” in all areas but given all players must offer products compatible with these core 
ERP they have an influence on the market that stretches beyond their customer base.  

 

SAP Ariba. Ariba was formed in 1996 and acquired by SAP for US$4.3 billion in 
2012. Ariba generated revenue of $444 million in FY 2011. The size of the business 
today is not disclosed but it retains its leadership position in the market. Spending 
under management and the number of companies under transactions appears to 
have nearly trebled since the time of acquisition and the number employees has 
grown by nearly 50% (to 3,700). Third party estimates (which include the acquisition 
of Fieldglass for an estimated $1bn in 2014) suggest the business generates $1.1bn 
in revenue annually. SAP disclosed that commerce on the Ariba network grew 20% 
yoy in 2016. Its growth will be boosted by its agreement with IBM to migrate ~200 of 
its Emptoris customers onto the Ariba platform over the next few years.  

According to Gartner’s recent (June 2016) review of Procure to Pay vendors SAP 
Ariba and SAP Fieldglass deliver “a set of market-leading applications for a broad 
group of spend categories, including contingent workforce management” and 
continue to gain market share. There are concerns about the complexity of its pricing 
model, the catalog shopping functionality and lack of integration of the Ariba and 
Fieldglass sales teams. PSMI analysis and feedback on industry websites highlight 
significantly high cost of its solutions compared to Coupa and Tradeshift particularly. 

Oracle iProcurement. Oracle has perhaps the longest pedigree in the 
eProcurement arena. Its iProcurement self-service application is part of its Electronic 
Business Suite (EBS) of integrated applications and it also offers a suite of cloud-
based applications known as Oracle Cloud (or “Oracle Fusion”). This SaaS suite has 
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less functionality than EBS, but is being positioned as the main application suite for 
the future. Supply Management reports that Oracle’s procurement solutions are best 
suited to companies that have broadly deployed Oracle software elsewhere (aka 
“Oracle Shops”) and its products do not feature in Gartner’s review of the Procure to 
Pay or Strategic Sourcing Application markets. 

IBM Emptoris. Emptoris was formed in 1999 and acquired by IBM in 2012. Emptoris 
built on the B2B integration and supply chain management capabilities IBM had 
already added through the $1.4bn Sterling Commerce acquisition in 2010. At the time 
of the deal, Emptoris had more than 350 customers, 750 staff and a client base which 
spanned industries including consumer products, financial services, healthcare 
services, telecommunications, chemical/oil/gas, utilities, construction and industrial 
manufacturing. The company is also jointly developing a product with Coupa that 
combines its Strategic Supply Management Solution (see below) with Coupa’s P2P 
platform.    

IBM Emptoris Strategic Supply Management solution includes sourcing, contract 
management spend analysis, supplier lifecycle management, services procurement 
and telecom expense management modules which can be deployed individually or 
as a single platform. It has 250 (mainly multinational) customers and is available 
either as a single tenant SaaS or on-premise solution. According to Gartner IBM 
Emptoris’ CLM and spend analysis solutions are well regarded but user experience 
is below average and modules are not fully integrated. In May 2017 the company 
announced it was going to shut down the platform and transition the customers over 
to SAP Ariba (see above). 

Global Pure Players 

Often it is the specialists in the market that set the agenda in eProcurement, developing 
the innovative products and driving adoption into new segments and customers. The 
recent successful floatation of Coupa in particular has given the sector greater visibility 
amongst investors, but other companies (Bravo Solution, now part of Jaggaer) are also 
considered innovative in particular segments. 

 

Jaggaer. Founded in 1995 as SciQuest, Jaggaer was publicly listed until it was acquired 
by the private equity firm Accel-KKR in July 2016. Originally focussing on catalog-based 
P2P solutions for the US higher education, government and healthcare sectors, Jaggaer 
has been gradually broadening its appeal via acquisitions: AECsoft in 2011 (sourcing), 
Spend Radar (spend analysis) and Upside Software (CLM) in 2012; and CombineNet (a 
leader in sourcing optimization) in 2013.  

With the recent change in ownership there has been almost a complete change in senior 
management. The big opportunities for the company appear to be cross selling and 
international expansion. According to Gartner the company has only relatively recently 
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integrated many of its different platforms and therefore most of its customer still use only 
one module. The company also scored lowly for its international platform. 

However, in November 2017 it announced the acquisition of Bravo Solution from 
Italmobiliare. Bravo Solution was founded in 2001, employing 650 people and generating 
revenue of $90m in 2016 according to PMSI. The company has notable traction in 
manufacturing, consumer packaged goods, retail and the public sector and its content 
management solution, BravoAdvantage 16, was regarded by Gartner as the leading 
product in this area globally, reflecting the level of innovation, customer satisfaction and 
broad adoption. Primarily sold as a multitenant SaaS, it is also available as single-tenant 
SaaS and on-premise software. For P2P it has sustained an organic growth partnership 
with Basware in Europe and recently acquired US based specialist Puridiom.  

 

Basware. has been publicly traded on the Nasdaq OMX Helsinki stock exchange since 
2000. In 2012 it introduced a new purchase-to-pay cloud-based solution suite designed 
to provide a B2B network for e-invoices and e-orders and this was extended to include 
supply chain financing in 2015. This multitenant cloud solution has become its preferred 
delivery method and now accounts for 47% of revenue (up nearly 24% yoy) but it also 
still offers single-tenant cloud, on-premises and hybrid delivery. Its broad European 
coverage has been extended with the acquisition of Procserve (an eProcurement 
provider to the UK public sector) in 2015 and the US P2P vendor Verian in April 2016. 
Varian’s service is exclusively a multitenant cloud solution and is currently annualising 
€11m in revenue. 

The transition to cloud based delivery is impacting its financial performance. In October 
2016, it announced that that the fall in upfront licence sales had been faster than it had 
anticipated and it cut FY16 organic revenue growth guidance from 5% to 0%. The 
company is currently breakeven at the adjusted EBIT level.  

Gartner considers Basware’s solution (including Varian) as a leading P2P solution, and 
one of the most extensive e-invoicing networks globally. However, Basware’s brand 
recognition outside Europe is still low. Its move into supply chain financing was well 
received at launch but only 10% of customers use it today.  
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Coupa. Founded in 2006 Coupa floated in September 2016. Its current revenue growth 
rates are 34% and the revenues are expected to reach $181m in FY18 and reach 
breakeven in FY19. Coupa reports more than 500 customers for its P2P solution and 
approximately 70% of its deals are implemented with one of its partners, which include 
Accenture, Deloitte, KPMG and IBM. In January 2017, the company acquired UK based 
Spend360 networks to boost its spend analytics platform.  

The company addresses to P2P with its Ruby on Rails product which is exclusively 
available as a multitenant cloud solution. Coupa does not charge suppliers any fees to 
transact or interact with buyer customers. According to Gartner the company scores 
highly for customer satisfaction and has an “impressive track record for innovation, a 
strong brand and a successful system integrator strategy”. The main concerns are the 
complexities of Coupa's standard, seat-based pricing model and little evidence of 
meaningful organic growth internationally. Reflecting the fact that its “strategic sourcing” 
module is less well developed the company announced a partnership in this area with 
IBM in 2015.  

 

Tradeshift. Started in Denmark in 2009 as an e-invoicing provider, Tradeshift’s vision 
was to build the world’s largest business network. Rapid (largely) organic growth saw it 
generate c.$60m in revenue in 2016 and the acquisition of IBX Business Network from 
Cap Gemini in 2017 will double the size of the business. Key to its success appears to 
be its single, “ground-up”, open access architecture. This platform is both highly scalable 
and, due to its open access nature, highly customisable. This architectural advantage 
translates into lower costs and a significant competitive edge, enabling it to target 
incumbent suppliers and win new business. By adding one of the largest business 
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networks, the IBX acquisition leverages this platform. The platform is far from complete, 
particularly in traditional procurement areas.  

 

Tungsten. The company was formed in 2012 and following an agreed acquisition of an 
e-invoicing business (OB10) was listed on AIM in 2013. The aim was to establish a multi-
national e-invoicing business network for buyers and their suppliers, generating 
electronic invoices enabling automated “straight-through” processing and including data 
analytics. At end October 2016, it had 185 buyer customers (45% of revenue) and over 
264,000 suppliers (55% of revenue) on the network and 60-70% of revenues were 
subscription based (the rest were transactional). 

This core platform was augmented with invoice discounting provided via a wholly owned 
subsidiary (Tungsten Bank). While the company still continues to provide invoice 
discounting, to reduce cash outflow the bank was sold in December 2016. In December 
2017 the company reported 1HFY18 revenue of £17m (up 10%yoy in ccy) and expects 
to reach EBITDA breakeven during calendar 2017. 
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Table 10: Summary of eProcurement Deals Since 2012 

 

Source: Company information, Progressive Equity Research estimates 

 

 

Date Acquirer Target Revenue (LTM$m)Multiple (x) Price (EV$m)

Nov-17 JAGGAER Bravo Solution 95                   2.3                  221                 

Nov-16 Proactis Millstream 6                     3.2                  21                   

Jul-16 Accel-KKR JAGGAER 105                 3.4                  357                 

Apr-16 Basware Verian 11                   3.4                  36                   

Sep-15 Infor GT Nexus 132                 5.1                  675                 

Sep-15 Perfect Hubwoo 35                   0.6                  21                   

Apr-15 Basware ProcServe 10                   2.7                  28                   

Jul-15 Selectica b-pack 5                     2.5                  13                   

Mar-15 Insight E2Open 78                   3.0                  233                 

Jan-15 Open Text Actuate 109                 2.3                  250                 

Oct-14 SPS CommerceLeadtec 6                     2.7                  15                   

Dec-14 SAP Concur 670                 10.8                7,234              

Jun-14 Proactis Intelligent Capture 2                     1.1                  2                     

Jul-14 Selectica Iasta 11                   1.2                  13                   

Mar-14 Proactis Intesource 5                     0.6                  3                     

Feb-14 Proactis EGS 5                     0.8                  4                     

Jan-14 Open Text GXS 484                 2.4                  1,162              

Dec-13 Accenture Procurian 144                 2.6                  375                 

Sep-13 JAGGAER CombineNet 13                   3.2                  43                   

Dec-12 New Mountain CapitalJDA Software 693                 2.6                  1,801              

Dec-12 Informatica Heiler 26                   3.4                  87                   

Aug-12 SPS CommerceEdifice 11                   3.4                  38                   

Oct-12 SAP Ariba 502                 8.7                  4,369              

Jan-12 Basware First Businesspost 3                     5.2                  16                   
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